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Chapter Three

hoW do YoU knoW 
The BiBLe is The Word oF god?

1. The Bible says so…

“For no prophecy was ever made by an act of man’s will, but men moved by the Holy Spirit spoke 
from God.”
2 Peter 1:21

“All Scripture is inspired by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, for training 
in righteousness; so that the man of God may be adequate, equipped for every good work.” 
2 Timothy 3:16 – 17

2,700 times (that’s an average of two times per page in an average Bible) the Bible claims to 
be the Word of God.

2. people say so…

Nine billion Bibles have been published in the last 50 years.  
If you worked twelve hours a day and gave out one every 
second	it	would	take	you	6,000	years	to	distribute	them	all.		
By that time there would be one trillion eighty billion more 
to distribute.  The Bible is far and away the most published, 
distributed, and read book ever written.

One film project based on the book of Luke (the “Jesus” film) 
has	been	seen	by	over	3	billion	viewers.	

The Bible has been translated into 2,303	languages on all seven continents.  No other book 
ever written even comes close to this vast and diverse distribution. 

3. Continuity says so…

Imagine one  book written over a time span of 1600	years	with	66	books	penned	by	40	
different scholars – from farmers to peasants to fishermen to kings – from three continents 
telling one continuous, congruent story from the first word in Genesis to the last word in 
Revelation	–	as	if	one	person	had	written	the	entire	book	in	one	sitting!!		That’s	the	nature	
of the Bible we have in our possession today.

How Do You Know the Bible 
 Is the Word of God?
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4. science says so…

“In the beginning (that’s time) God created (that’s energy) the Heavens (that’s space) and the Earth 
(that’s matter).”
Genesis 1:1

Time	–	Space	–	Energy	–	Matter	=	the	four	primary	building	blocks	of	all	that	is	in	the		
universe today.

(All)	“that	is	seen	was	not	made	out	of	things	which	are	visible.”
Hebrews 11:3

The Greek philosopher, Democritus, postulated that all matter was made of atoms; that 
atoms were the tiny, invisible building blocks of all that we see.  Two Greek words made 
the term “atom” we use today – “a” (not) and “tomos” (cut).  Literally, “it cannot be cut.”  
But	alas,	in	1897	J.J. Thermagon	discovered	the	electron	and	in	1919	it	was	proven	that	the	
atom was actually made of the invisible; the relative electronic forces of the neutron, the 
proton and the electron.  The Bible had clearly stated this principle 2000 years before.

5. history says so…

The world-wide flood of Noah.

Tens of thousands of dinosaurs fossilized instantly on all seven continents under the 
pressure of heaps of mud, sand and gravel propelled by massive flooding.

Ancient	civilizations with no Bible from which to gain 
historical knowledge, record accounts of a world wide 
flood!  Most describe a boat and a surviving family.  
Many describe a man and his wife with three sons and 
their wives on the boat. The Hawaiian tradition calls 
the man “Nu-u.” The Chinese tradition calls the man 
“Fuhi.” The Toltec Indians	of	Ancient	Mexico	say	the	
flood	happened	1,716	years	after	creation.	The	Biblical	
genealogy	specifically	dates	the	flood	1,656	years	after	
creation.  This is a difference of only sixty years!  (not 
bad)  

Countless unearthed archeological artifacts have substantiated the accuracy of scripture 
and effectively silenced the critics.  For years the critics claimed that Israel had no such 
King	as	David	and	much	of	scripture	(1&2	Kings,	1&2	Chronicles)	was	fictitious.		But	in	
1991,	a	team	of	archeological	excavators	found	in	the	ancient	city	of	Dan,	a	Basaltic	stone	
with	Arabic	lettering	etched	into	its	surface.		The	stone	was	identified	as	from	the	9th	
century B.C., communicating a military victory.  The phrases “King of Israel” and “The 
House of David” were verified.i
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6. accuracy says so…

The Old Testament book of Isaiah was written in the time 
frame	of	740-680	BC.		In	1948	in	the	Qumran	desert, 
approximately seven miles from Jerusalem, a group of 
sealed clay pots were discovered in a cave by a shepherd 
boy, and contained Biblical manuscripts that were written 
between	100	BC	and	100	AD.			In	one	of	the	clay	pots,	a	
manuscript of the book of Isaiah was found.  It was identical to the book of Isaiah that is 
in our Bible today.  In the entire book, only twelve very minor variances were found.

7. Manuscript reliability says so…

The “acid test” for the reliability of an ancient text in classical literature is based on 
two premises. First, how many manuscripts (exact, handwritten copies) are still in the 
possession	of	museums	and	collectors	today?	Second,	how	many	years	lapsed	between	the	
original	text	and	the	earliest	manuscripts	still	in	our	possession?

The New Testament blows away the next nine most reliable pieces of classical literature 
from the times of the Bible combined – on both tests!ii

Author Book Date Written Earliest Copies Time Gap # of Copies

Homer Iliad 800 BC 400 BC 400 years 643

Herodotus History 480-425 BC 900 AD 1350 years 8

Thucydides History 460-400 BC 900 AD 1300 years 8

Plato 400BC 900 AD 1300 years 7

Demosthenes 300 BC 1100 AD 1400 years 200

Caesar Gallic Wars 100-44 BC 900 AD 1000 years 10

Livy History of 
Rome 59BC- 17AD 4th and 10th century 400 years

1000 years
1 partial
19 copies

Tacitus Annals 100 AD 1100 AD 1000 years 20

Pliny 
Secundus

Natural 
History 61-113 AD 850 AD 750 years 7

New 
Testament 50-110 AD

114 AD (fragment)
200 AD (books)

250 AD (most of NT)
325 AD (complete NT)

±50 years
100 years
150 years
225 years

5366 Greek
10000 Latin
9284 Other 
languages
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8. prophecy says so!…

The prophetical book of Revelation was given to the 
Apostle	John	on	the	Island	of	Patmos	in	96	AD	to	describe	
the events surrounding the second coming of Christ and 
the establishment of God’s eternal kingdom.  Many other 
Old	Testament	texts	from	Daniel,	Ezekiel,	Isaiah,	and	
Deuteronomy concur and substantiate John’s vision of the 
Revelation.		To	hold	Time magazine in one hand and the 
book	of	Revelation	in	the	other	and	observe	the	current	
events	surrounding	the	tensions	in	the	Middle	East	is	both	
sobering and astonishing. 

Revelation	16:16 describes the final battle ushering in the second coming of Christ as a 
conflict of many, many nations from various points of the earth.  The Bible is very clear 
that	the	final	world	war	(the	battle	of	Armageddon)	will	be	fought	in	Israel;	specifically	in	
the	valley	of	Megiddo,	an	18	mile	long	3	mile	wide	valley	in	Israel	not	far	from	Jerusalem.	
Zechariah	14:2	says	that	all	the	nations	of	the	world	will	be	gathered	against	Jerusalem.		

Today, an oil thirsty world focuses its 
military attentions on a war in the Middle 
East,	where	2/3	of	all	the	oil	reserves	in	
the world lie just beneath the surface.   
Indeed,	Israel	is	the	“Burdensome	Stone”	
in the midst of the emerging conflict. 
The	United	States	is	not	only	fighting	for	
position	in	the	Middle	East	today,	Russia	
and China are also (and have been for 
years) supplying vast military supplies 
to	nations	in	the	Middle	East	that	staunchly	oppose	Israel.		The	world	is	poised	for	a	
showdown	in	the	Middle	East.

In Revelation	9:16, scripture describes one army in the final days of judgment numbering 
200	million	soldiers.		1900	years	ago	200	million	soldiers	in	one	army	was	laughably	
impossible.		No	one	is	laughing	today.		Encyclopedia	Britannica	(Vol	4,	pg	284)	says	of	
China’s army, “To back off Lo Ju Chings’s	bluster,	Red	China	passed	the	word	that	its	200	
million men and women military have gone into serious training.” 

9. is Truth absolute?

The	Barna	survey	of	March	2009	reported	the	latest	statistical	analysis	of	America’s	
university student population and the belief system that guides them. This study found 
that less than one half of one percent of the young adults in this “Mosaic generation” 
(those	ages	18-23)	had	a	Biblical	worldview.	This	includes	the	belief	that	“the	Bible	is	
entirely accurate in all of the principles it teaches.”
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In	Allan	Bloom’s	best-selling	book,	The Closing of the American Mind, he contends with 
amazing accuracy that “there is one thing that every college professor can be absolutely 
sure of with every college freshman who walks into his classroom and that is the 
assumption that truth is relative.”

There are two basic views of truth, morals, and ethics.
1. Truth	comes	from	God	and	is	absolute.	Truth	trumps	emotions,	situations,	traditions,

and civil policy. God’s truths reign above everything.
2. Man makes up his own truths. Truth is based on feelings (if it feels good, do

it), conditions and circumstances (i.e. abortion as a solution for an unwanted
pregnancy), and personal preference (what’s right for you may not be right for me).

do You Believe in absolute Truth?

Yes No It is always wrong to sexually and physically abuse helpless children.
Yes No It is always right to treat homeless people with civility and kindness.
Yes No It is always wrong to steal money from an impoverished blind person’s cup

who is begging for coins.
Yes No It is always wrong to terrorize a school and kill innocent students.
Yes No It is always wrong to rape innocent girls.

1.Where	do	those	(and	countless	other)	moral	absolutes	originate?

2.Why	did	you	mark	yes	or	no	on	the	above	questions?

3.Why	did	God	give	Moses	the	Ten	Commandments?

4.What happens to a boy and girl in a dating relationship where there are no moral
absolutes?
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5.If all students in a large and diverse school believed that truth was relative (if it feels
good, do it and what’s right for you may not be right for me), and that school had no rules
or	authority	figures	to	maintain	law	and	order,	what	would	be	the	outcome	of	that	school?

6.Why	do	you	or	why	do	you	not	believe	in	absolute	truth?

7.When elementary students bully a young student day after day after day until that
student, because so troubled and despairing, goes through and hangs himself with his belt
in	his	closet	(as	in	the	case	in	Prince	George,	Marylandiii), what does that say about the
result	of	our	culture’s	abandonment	of	God’s	absolute	truth?

8.When	a	nation	decides	that	it	is	lawful	to	murder	6	million	innocent	Jews	in	death
camps,	what	does	it	say	about	that	nation?

9.When	a	nation	decides	that	it	is	lawful	to	murder	50	million	babies	who	haven’t	even
had a chance to be born yet (tens of thousands of which are completely formed and
mature	enough	to	survive),	what	does	that	say	about	the	nation’s	views	of	relative	truth?

10.How	will	you	live	your	life	based	on	your	personal	views	of	absolute	truth?
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SUMMARY:		The	Word	of	God	towers	above	all	other	literary	works	like	a	monument	as	
tall as the sun hovering over grains of sand	on	the	beaches	of	the	earth.		Speaking	for	itself,	
Scripture	describes	its	own	majesty	and	its	magnitude.

“Seeing that His divine power has granted to us everything pertaining to life and godliness, through 
the true knowledge of Him who called us by His own glory and excellence.”
2 Peter 1:3

“Your word is a lamp to my feet and a light to my path.”
Psalm 119:105

“For no prophecy was ever made by an act of human will, but men moved by the Holy Spirit spoke 
from God.”
2 Peter 1:21

“All Scripture is inspired by God and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, for training 
in righteousness; so that the man of God may be adequate, equipped for every good work.” 
2 Timothy 3:16-17

i	US	News	and	World	Report	October	7,	1991
ii	This	chart	was	taken	from	Josh	McDowell’s	book-	The	New	Evidence	that	Demands	a	Verdict	p.	38,	used	by	permission
iii	http://www.gazette.net/stories/022808/landnew183643_32368.shtml


